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Introductory Comments
This paper contains in the sequel a proposal for a report on a successor
of ALGOL 60.

It was prepared upon the suggestion of the IFIP Working

Group 2.1 on ALGOL, a11d is intended to be a Working Document of WG 2.1.
As far as possible, i.e. without infri11ging· on the consistency of the proposed

language, opinions and suggestio11s e:xpressed at the

WG 2 . 1 meeting at

Princeto11 in May 1965 were used as guide lines. The following are a few

comments on important issues i11 the desig11 of the language.
1. Data types.

To the value

the

es i11tegei::, real, and Boolea11 of ALGOL 60 have been added

es comple~., bits (bit seque11ce), a11d _string (character sequence).

Values of these six types

a1.. e

to be co11sidered as basic u1tlts of data. In

general, a value may be a simple value

(i.e. it is of one of these six

types), or a structured value, defined to be

ordered set of values.

a11

Variables are classified :.1cco1""ding to the same pri11ciples: they are either
simple variables whose value is a simple value ('' simple'' is here not used
in

the ALGOL 60 sence of

11

11on-subscripted'

consisti11g of a11 01. . dered set of variables.

either of type tree,

1

.t\

),

or struct11.red variables,

structured variable can be

which case the 11umber a11d type of variables in the

i11

set is deterr11i11ed by the execution of the program, or of type ~.r"F:3--Y, in
which case the 11umbe1. . , the subscripts, a11d the type of the elements of the

set are determined by the declaratio11.
may vary

i11

I11

the case of a tree, its elements

type among each other (11ecessarily some elements will be sub-

trees, other ones will be simple variables), and also may vary their own

type during execution of the program, (allowi11g the structure of the tree to
change dynamically).

111

the case of an array, all elements have the same

type. Subscripts of tree variables must be positive integers.
Procedure declarations require parameter specifications. Thus, dynamic

e-

checking can always be avoided, except in the known cases when tree
variables are involved.
Greater precision of real and complex variables can be specified by preceding their declaration with the symbol !~Pf!·
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2 o Side-effects.

There is the nasty problem of side-effects of function procedures. To me,
they are desirable as long as they do not influence the value of any variable
in the expression of which the function designator is a part. Thus there are

desirable (read: useful) and undesirable side·-effects, and the only way to
keep the first and eliminate the latter kind, is to explicitly declare that the
ti

order of evaluatio11 of primaries in an expression is not specified. Then,

a program usi11g a side-effect of the latter kind is

a11

undefined program.

The difficulty is, of course, to detect this u11defined11ess.
A11 additio11al l>e11efit from leavi11g the order of evaluatio11 of primaries unde -

fined is that i11 certai11 cases the efficiency of processing systems may be

increased. This may 11ot be ve1. . y relevant

i11

cases of simple values, but it

becomes crucial i11 the c:.1se of tree vari,tbles.. Fixi11g the order of evaluation
of primaries would ~tmou11t to requiring that upo11 evaluation of a primary
a copy of that primttl"Y (t1--ee) would have to be made in order to preserve

its value from side -effeuts which might ttlter the 01..iginal prima1.. y.
Followi11g the pri11ciple of co11siste11cy, ,tlso the 01"der of executi11g an assig11 me11t

stateme11t

01...

~1.11 ~t(•tttttl p~11"a111ete1.. list is 1eft u11defi11ed. I11deed, if the

defi11itio11 of the ~tssig11me11t sti1te111e11t oi· .\LGOL 60 were adopted, a side -

effect might delete the va1--iable to whic·h an assignment was to be made.
3 • Name- and Value Ptt1. ,tmete1, s .

As in ALGOL 60, two cliffere11t ki11ds of ptt1"a111ete1"s a1·e disti11guished. Their
properties as well as their de11otatio11. however, differ from their coun .
terparts

i11

ALGOL 60. Name-- u11d value ptlrt1meters are distinguished at

the call side rather thtl11 ,1t the decl,tr~ltio11 side. ..-\11 actttal parameter whicl1
is a name parameter is e11closed betwee11 a pair of ~tpostrophes, a11d it is

substituted for the cor1. espo11di11g f orm,tl parameter literally.. ~t\. name pa -

rameter may be

a11

exp1"essio11. a st:..lten1e11t,

c edure identif.ier. By co11trast,

~1

it11

t1r1--,ty ide11tif'ier

or a pro -

vt1l tte p,t1"amete1-- can only be an expression.

This expressio11 is evalu,1.ted, ~t11d the cor1--espo11di11g formttl parameter is

replaced by a possible refere11ce de11otatio11 of the obtai11ed result. As a
consequence, no assignment can be made to a value pa.1"'ameter.
The idea of introducing a third kind of parameter, 11amely an actress pa -

rameter requiring the calculation of possible subscripts but not the evalu -

•
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ation of the adressed quantity, has been rejected after long considerations.
Instead. only the two extreme solutions, complete evaluation and no evaluation at all, have been retained.
Specifications are required of all formal parameters, except if a formal
parameter is used as actual name parameter only, i.e. passed on only. If
a formal is used in an expression (input parameter), then the specified type ·
must be assignment compatible with the type of the actual parameter; if the
formal is used in a left part of an assignment state1nent (output parameter),
then the type of the actual must be assignment compatible with the specified
type of the formal pararr1ete1~. Assignment compatibility is defi11ed such that

the following assignmer1ts are possible:

<type-1> :- <type-1>
<real> :- <integer>
<complex> :- <integer>
<complex> := <real>
4. Labels.

The label is not defined to be a quantity upon which operations can be
performed. The label can only occur in two contexts, namely a)

preceding

a colon and thereby labeling the subsequent statement. and b) following the
symbol go~9. thereby forming a goto statement .

Thus, desigr1atio11al expressio11s are eliminated. The removal of the switch
designator (and the switch declaration) are compensated by the introduction

of the case statement. The possibility to pass on a label as a parameter
is also excluded, but instead compe11sated by the possibility that an entire
statement, a11d therefore

i11

particula1" a goto stateme11t, can be passed on

as a name-parameter.

5. Environment and Standard Procedures.
It is admitted that an ALGOL program is understood to be executed in an

environment where quantities are declared which are accessible to the pro -

gram. They are either standard procedures (permanently required in every
environment) or other quantities (e.g. so -called code procedures) which are
introduced into the environment by unspecified means. It is also possible
•

that such procedures may cause the insertion of actions which are invisible
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in the program. Thereby the possibility of specifying interrupts (and possibly mea11s which are sufficient to indicate parallelisms) is given.

6. Iterative statements.

Tl1e .A.1.,GOL 60 for statement has been replaced by the so -called iterative

st,1.teme11t, which is simpler a11d free from undesirable complexity. The
iterated st~1temer\t is prefixed with one of two kinds of clauses, which are
of the forn1
i) w·hile b do

ii) over v do
111

i)

and
11

tin1es

the stateme11t is l'"epeatedly executed as

1011g

as b is true. In ii) the

statement is executed n times with the variable v assun1ing the values 1.

2 , .... , n. Here, the a1'"ithmetic exp1.. essio11 whose value determines n is evaluated only once.
It has beer1 considered to let the variable v be implicitly declared by the
over clat1se with "1 scope ra11gi11g ov?er the iterative statement. This would
seem to be attractive with respect to optimization possibilities, if in addition

assignments to v would be prohibited. It ,v,1s felt, however, that the implicit
dec~la1.. atit,11s would be a11 u11desirnble and foreigr1 fet1ture in ALGOL, while

the c~onc~ept of ''f1.. oze11 varii1bles

11

should be i11troduced in greater ge11erality,

if at itll •
•A. co11sidered propos~1l was the following, illustrated on an example:

!?.~[i,~}

~.r~~.~~~n~, i, j, k; arr,tv (1 :2] real u;

i:-O,; j:=2;

!)~gi,~,, freeze

i,j; comment the values of i,j may not be altered within this

block. the statements labelled ''b'' and 'c'' are thus illegal;
1

a: u[i,j]:= u[i,j] + 1;

b: i:=2;

c: p
end
end
Statements like the one labelled ''a'' could easily be optimized (avoiding the
identification of the array element more than once), since it is guaranteed
that the subscripts do not change. The difficulty of detecting illegal assign -

•
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ments, however, (statement c) seemed to be a serious objection to this
approach.

It was finally felt that no features should be introduced which

provide additional facilities for the programmer to contradict himself, if
'

those features merely serve to facilitate efficient compilation.
Admittedly, the iterative statement adds no power to the la

. . . age, but only

notational convenience. It should also be an effective tool against prolific
use of goto statements. It is believed that it even achieves a gain on nota-

tional convenience compared to the ALGOL 60 for statement, because it is
conceptually much simpler.
7.

Precision of real arithmetic, size of integers, bit·- and character se-

quences.
The specification of the above mentioned quantities along with the declaration
of variables, as it is done in PL/I, was first thought to be an attractive
solution. Upon closer consideration, however, the consequences of such spe cifications upon the language (not to speak of their implementation) seemed
to be controversial, unclear, a11d manifold., and their usefulness questionable

(even vociferously declared as nonexistent by Peter Naur). Thus, these
quantities are left unspecified, but it is recognized that implementations may
impose fixed limits on them.
In order to express that in a program certain computations should pre ferably be performed with higher precision than other computations, variable
declarations of type real and ~oµiplex may be preceded by the symbol ~-o,;ns:_~
This would then express the programmers inte11t that variables declared in
this way would represent values with greater precision.

This document will be distributed among the members of WG 2.1 well in
advance of the next meeting in the end of October. I hope to receive com ments and suggestions based on this proposal from the WG 2. 1 members
as soon as possible, and intend to prepare a survey of them for that meeting.
This proposal is supposed to be a consistent and complete description of
the language, and incorporating major revisions or supplements without vi -

olating this

consistency is an intricate affair.

Contributions which are

thought to be of rather important and extensive natt1re should therefore
preferably be edited in a form which is compatible with the form of this ·
report, i.e. they should contain references to all the places where altera -
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tions are necessary. This will not only facilitate my \\rork, but also force
the contributor to consider carefully all the consequences of his amendments .. Please address your comments to
Niklaus Wirth

C on1pt1ter Scier1ce Department
st~t 11f01.. d lJ I1i \'ersit,r
St ~11u'o1.. tl, C ~tl if'o1~11i~l

'f his

do(·un1e11t

\\'US p1.. ep~11"ell al1d eciitecl at tl1e l\,lathematical Centre in

An1sterdan1. I would like to exp1--ess my si11cere appreciation and gratitude

to Prof. A. van \\;ij11gttarder1 for his n1a11y invaluable critizisms and suggestions a11d for his support. I also express my thanks to the members of
the staff at ~1C for their helpful discussions and the editing of the ma -

nuscript. Gratefully ack11owledged is also the support of the U.S. National
Science Foundation (GP 4053), which made my stay at Amsterdam possible.,
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1 . Introduction
age is a phrase struct11re language, defined by a formal

The Reference La~

system. This formal system makes use of the notation and the definitions

explained below.
The structt1re of the language ALGOL is determined by the four quantities
(1) T, called the set of basic constituents of the language,

(2) U, called the set of syntactic entities,

(3) P, called the set of syntactic rules. and
(4) <program>, a specific member of the set U.
Notation
A syntactic entity is denoted by its name (a sequence of letters) enclosed
in the brackets < and >. A sy11tactic rule has the form
<A> ::=

X

where - . . . ..-- is a member of U, x is a member of the set V, and

-.....c

c~

x.

V shall be the set of all possible sequences of basic constituents and syn-

tactic entities, simply to be called

11

sequences'' below ..

The form
<A> ::=

X

y

•. •

Z

is used as an abbreviation for the set of syntactic rules
<A> ::=

X

<A> ::= y
•••••••••

<A> ::= z

Definitions
1. A sequence x is said to directly produce a sequence y, if and only if

there exist (possibly empty) sequences u and w, so that for some <A> in U
x = _.._. . . . , y = uvw, and <A> ::- v is a rule in P.
•

2. A sequence x is said to produce a sequence y, if and only if there exists

an ordered set of sequences s[O], s[l], ... , s(n], so that x

and s[i-1] directly produces s[i] for all i = 1, ... , n.

~

s[O], s[n]

y,

9

3. A sequence xis said to be an ALGOL program, if and only if its constituents are me

ers of the set T, and x can be produced from the syntactic

entity <program>.
The sets T and U are defined through enumeration of their membe1"s in
section 2 of this Report (cf.

also 4. 6. ).

The members of the set P of

syntactic rules are given throughout the sequel of the Report .
In orde1.. to provide explanations for the meaning of AI.JG<)IJ progran1s, the
letter sequences denoting syntactic entities have been t~hosen to be English
words

describing

approximately the

nature of that

syntactic e11tity

01~

construct. Where words which have appeared in this manner are used elsewhere in the text, they vvill refer to the correspondi11g syntactic definition.
It is recognized that typographical e11tities of lower OI der tha11 llasic
0

sy111-

bols, called characters, exist.. Some basic syn1bols a1"e ide11tical with characters, other ones, so-called word -delimiters, are composed of one or
more characters. Neither the set of available cha1"acters no1.. the decomposition of basic symbols into them will be defined here.. It is understood that
there may exist characters which are neither basic syn1bols nor constituents
of them; these characters may however, e11ter the program as constituents

of strings, 1. e. character sequences delimited by so-called string quotes.
The basic constituents of the la11guage are thus the basic symbols (cf. 2.
1.) and these strings (cf. 4.6.).

All quantities referred to in a program must be defined. Their definition
is achieved either within the ALGOL program by so-called declarations and
label definitions, or is thought to be done in a text, written in another

language, in which the ALGOL program is embedded. A program which
contains references to quantities defined in the latter way can 01lly be executed in an environment where these quantities are known.
Some examples of such quantities, which are assumed to be known in every
environment, are listed and described in section 8 of this Report.
The execution of a program can be considered as a sequence of units of
action.

The sequence of these units of action is defined as the evaluation

of expressions and the execution of statements as de11oted by the program.
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As an after effect of the execution of certain procedures, units of action
not mentioned in the text of the program may be inserted between the ones

denoted by the text. These so-called interrupts may be used by the system
which executes the program to act upon the occurrence of certain events
which may arise during computation, e.g. an arit

etic operation resulting

in a value exceeding a given range. The procedures mentioned above belong
to the quantities not defined within the ALGOL text.

In

the tiefinitior1 of the language the evaluation or execution of certain

constructs is (1) either not precisely defined, e.g. real arit

etic, or (2)

is left undefined, e.g. the order of evaluation of primaries in expressions,
or (3) is even said to be undefined or not valid. This is to be interpreted

in the sense that a program, which uses constructs of the first two categories, only fully defines a computational process, if accompanying information specifies what is not given

i11

the definition of the language. No

meaning can be attributed to a. program usi1ig constructs of the third category.
For notational convenie11ce, the following abbreviations will be pern1jtted:
1. Any occurre11ce of the sequence of the two symbols
by If,''.
2.

11

]

[

11

Any occurrence of the seque11ce of the three symbols

be replaced by

11

,

11

may be replaced

11

]

arrav [

11

may

•

Moreover, insertion of a sequence of symbols
comment <any sequence of characters not containing ; > ;
shall be permitted between any two basic constituents of the ALGOL program, without having any effect on the meaning of that program.

11

2. The sets of basic symbols and syntactic entities
2. 1. Basic Symbols
Note : This is left to the reader of this draft proposal as an exercise.
Hints:

1. Symbols not inherited from ALGOL 60:

:

__

'

'

own

Boolean

switch

label Ifor

~t~p

2

until

value

2. Symbols not present in ALGOL 60, but used in this proposal:

abs _div

rem

complex. bits

case

tree

of

''

~og!c!ll
a

'

cone

over

times

b

lon

2. 2. Syntactic entities
Note: Left to the conscientious reader of this proposal as an exercise .

•
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3 • Identifiers
3 .1. Syntax
<identifier> ::= <letter>

<identifier . . . etter>

<identifier><digit>

<variable identifier> : := <ide11tifier>
<procedure identifier> : :- <identifier>
<label identifier> : : --~ <identifier>

<array identifier> : := <identifier>
<letter> ::= a b l . . . z
<digit> ::= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
<identifier list> ··.. - <identifier>

8

9

<identifier list>, <identifier>

3 • 2. Semantics
Identifiers have no inherent meaning, but serve for the identification of

variables, procedures, labels and formal paramete1--s. They may be chosen

freely.
The set of lette1's 1nay be exte11ted with suitably chosen characters.
Every identifie1-- used

i11

the program must be defined.

Ii. the identifier

identifies a variable or a procedure, this is achieved tln"'ough a declaration
(cf.

section 5). The identifier is the11 said to denote that variable or that

procedi1re, and it is said to be a variable identifier, or a procedure identifier.

If the identifier identifies a label, then definition occurs through the

labelling of a statement with the identifier, (cf. section 7) and the identifie1. .
is then said to stand as a label, and to be a label identifier.
If the identifier identifies a formal parameter, definition is achieved through

the occurrence of the identifier in a formal parameter list (cf. 5. 3. ) •

The identification of the quantities, labels or~ formal paran1eters which are
denoted by a give11 identifier, is determined by the following process:
Step 1: If the identifier is defined withi11 the sn1allest block embracing the
given occtirrence of that identifier by a declaration of a quantity or by its
standing as a label, then it denotes that quantity or that label.

Step 2: Otherwise, if that block is a procedure body, and if the given identifier is identical 'With a formal parameter in the associated procedure heading, then it denotes that formal parameter.

•
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Otherwise, this process is repeated considering the smallest block embracing the block which has previously been considered.
If either step 1 or step 2 could lead to more than one quantity, label, or
formal parameter denoted by the identifier, then the identification is undefined.

The scope of a quantity, a label, or a formal parameter is the set of
occurrences of the identifier which by the given process are shown to denote
that quantity, label, or formal parameter.
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4. Quantities, values, and types
The following kinds of quantities are distinguished:
Constants, variables, and procedures.
Constants and variables are said to possess a value.
The value of a co11stant is determined by the denotation of the constant.

In the language, every constant has a refere11ce denotation (cf. 4.1. -4. 6. ).
The value of a variable is the one most recently assigned to that variable.
A value is (recursively) defined as either being a simple value, or a struc ·

tured value i.e. an ordered set of zero, one, or more values. Every value
is said to be of a certain type. The following types of simple values are
distinguished:

~p.~~g~"f'~ the value is an integer,
real: the value is a real number,
~~m£le;'{: the value is a complex 11umbe1"',

l,<?S!~~l: the value is a logical value,
bits: the value is u li11ear seque11ce ot· lJits, ~t11d,
~~ri!1 : the value is

fl

linear seque11ce of· <..:haracte1--s.

The following types of structt1red values are disti11guished:

ar!ay: the value is an ordered set of values, all of equal type,
tree: the value is an ordered set of vttlues.

A procedure may have a value,

i11

which case it is said to be a function

procedure, or it may 11ot have a value,

i11

which case it is ct1lled a proper

procedure. The vt1lue of a functio11 proc:edU1--e is defined as the value which
results from the execution of the procedure body (cf. 7. 3. 2.).
Subsequently, the reference denotatio11 of constants is defined. The reference
denotation of any consta11t consists of a sequence of characters. This, how -

ever, does not imply that the value of the denoted constant is a sequence
of characters, nor that it has the properties of a sequence of characters.
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4. 1. Numbers
4. 1. 1. Syntax

<n11mber> : :- <complex number>

<real number>

<integer>

<complex number> : := <real part> _ <imaginary part>
<real part> ::= <real 11umber>

<imaginary part> : := <real number>
<real number> : := <unsigned real number>

-

<unsigned real number>

<unsigned real number> : := <unscaled real>
<unscaled rea

scale factor:>

<unscaled real> : := <unsigned integer>
<unsigned integer -.. raction>

<fraction>

<fraction> ::== .<unsigned integer>
<scale factor> : :=

10

<integer>

<integer> ::= <unsigned integer>
<u11sig11ed integer> : := <digit>

_ <u11signed integer:>
·<unsig11ed integerxdigit>

4.1. 2. Sema11tics

Unsigned integers have the co11ve11tio11al decimal notatio11. _ denotes a mona die minus sign.
•

Unsigned real numbers have the co11ve11tional decimal notation. _ denotes a
monadic minus sig11. The symbol

10

followed by an integer denotes a scale

factor expressed as a11 integral power of 10.

4. 2. Logical values
4 • 2 • 1. Syntax

<logical value> : := true

false

4. 3 e Bit sequences

4. 3.1. Syntax

<bit sequence> ::= J?<bit>
<bit> : := 0 1

<bit sequence:><bit>
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4. 4. Strings
4o 4.1. Syntax

<string> : :=

11

<sequence of characters::."''

t

4.4.2. Semantics
Strings consist of any sequence of cha1--acters enclosed by but 11ot containing
the character

11

,

called string quote. They are co11sidered to be basic consti ·-

tuents of the language (cf. sectio11 1) •

•

••

•
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5. Declarations
Declarations serve to associate identifiers with the quantities used in the
program, to attribute certain permanent properties to these quantities, and

to determine their scope. The quantities declared by declarations are simple
variables, trees and arrays,and procedures.
Upo11 exit from a block, all quantities declared withi11 that block lose thei1--

value

ai1d

significa11ce.

Sy11tax:

<declaration> : := <va1--iable decl[tratio1D

<p1"ocedure declaration>

<variable declaratio1-c> ::== <simple va1.. iable declaratio11>- <tree decla1.. ation>
<array declaratio1t>
5 .1. Simple variable declarations
5 . 1. 1. Syntax

<simple variable declaratio11> : := <sin1ple type::><:ider1tifier list>
<simple type> : := iriteg~r,....... real
lon

1011

~,?mEiex_ logl<?,?-~, bits

real

corr:iElex,,

s~~--Jn

5 .1. 2. Semantics

Each identifier of the ide11tifier list is associated with a variable which is
declared to be of the i11dicated type. A variable is ctllled a simple variable,
if its value is simple (cf. sectio11 4). If a variable is declared to be of a
certain type:1 then this implies that 011.ly values which are assignment compatible with this type (cf. 7 .2.2.) can be assigned to it.

It is understood that the value of a variable of type ~,nteg~.!-',, is only equal
to the value of the expression most recently assigned to it, if this value
lies within certain unspecified limits. It is also understood that if a value
of a variable of type real is not an integer, then it is available only with
a possible, Wlspecified deviation from the value of the expression most
recently assigned to it. If in a declaration the symbol real is preceded by
the symbol lon

then this deviation is intended to be smaller than when the

symbol ~,op~ is missing. In the case of a variable of type ~~.~P~~;?{, this holds
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separately for the real and imaginary parts of the complex number.
It is furthermore understood that the value of a variable of type bits is only
equal to the value of the expression most recently assigned to it, if the
number of bits in this value does not exceed a fixed but unspecified limit.

5. 2. Tree and array declarations
5. 2. 1. Sy11tax

<tree declaratio11> : := tree <identifier list>

<array declaration>- : := [tr1--av <bou11d pai1~va1.. iable declaration.,">
<bound pair> : := [<lowe1-- bou11d> : <uppe1-- bound>]
<lower bound> : := <a1--ithmetic exp1--ession>
<upper bound> : :- <arithmetic expressio1r:::•

5. 2. 2. Semantics
Each identifier of the ide11tifier list of

£-l

tree declaration,

01...

a11

array

declaration, is associated with a variable which is declared to be of type
tree or ~.rr,ay, respectively.

For a variable to be of type tree

mett11s

that

011ly

structured values can be

assigned to it. r\ variable of type tree is u11derstood to be the ordered set

of zero or more variables whose 11umbe1-- and types are dynamically de termined by the operations perf 01.. med on the va1"iable of type tree.
A variable of type array is an ordered set of variables whose number and
type are determined by the declaratio11 and remain constant as long as the

array variable is valid. The

e of all elements of that ordered set is

given by the variable declaration contained in the array declaration.
The number of elements is determined by the bound pair of the array decla -

ration, which moreover determines the subscript bounds for the array. Since
the definition of the array declaration is recursive, also arrays of arrays
may be declared.

The number of bound pairs which precede a variable declaration is said to
be the order of the array(s) denoted by the identifier(s) in that variable

declaration ..... In order to be valid, all arithmetic expressions acting as bounds
must be of

e ~;n~yge,r, and for every pair, the current value of the lower

bound must not exceed the current value of the upper bound. Every expressi-

•
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on is evaluated exactly o.nce upo11 tl1e entry of the block in whicl1 the declaration appears, a11d all array identifiers of a variable declaration are de(;lared -with the same number of elerr1ents, as indic.~ated by the bour1d pair
prec~eding that variable declaration.
5. 3. Procedure declaratio11s

5 . 3 • 1. Syntax

<procedtire dec~l:..:rration> ::= <proper procedure declaration>
<functio11 procedure declaration::::•
<prOJler procedtire declaratio11> ::=

Ea!,oce,?~-!e_ <proc~ed11re headir1g> ; <proper

procedu1.. e bodY>

<fu11ction proced11re dec.~laration> : := <sir11ple type or t1--ee>

E~~~~~~?:~.
L

<proc~eclure headi11g;:-, ; <lunction procedu1.. e body:>
<proper procedUI. e bodY> ::= <staterr1e11t:>
<frmction proced11re body>::= <expressio11> · <block bo ·

~..,ex'])ression:> end

<procedt1re headi11g> : := <procedtire ider1tifier::"
<procedure identifier>(<formal parameter list>) ;<specification part>

<proced11re identifier> (<formal pa1--~1meter list>)
<forn1al parameter list> ::= <:ide11tifier list>

<specification part> ::= <specificatio1t:>
<specifit:ation part> ; <specificatio11.>

<specificatioii.:> ::= <type><ldentifier list>

<type> : := <variable type>

orocedure

<simple t

<simple ty1)e or tree> ::= <sin1ple type>

01"

tree> procedt1re

tr"ee

<variable type> ::= <simple type 01.. t1"'ee>

tlrl",l
V
<\ra1
..
i~-=t.bl
e
.., ••,, • ., I
111•11

type>

5. 3. 2. Semantics

A procedure dec·laratio11 associates the procedure body' \1v·ith the ider1tifier
immediately following the symbol p,r~.~~,9-~;1'~,- The pri11cipal part of the procedure declaration is the procedure body, a stateme11t whic~h ca11 be c~aused

to be executed, or an expression ,vhich

ca11

be caused to be evaluated from

other parts of the block in whose headi11g the procedm--e is dec~la1--ed. .A.
proper procedure is activated by a procedl1re statement (cf. 7. 3. ), a fU11ction
proced11.re by a function designator (cf. 6. 2.).
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Associ;.1.ted Vtith tl1e p1"0<:edu1"t! bcxly is tl headi11g, c~o11tai11ing the procedure

ider1tifier a1·1d Jl<)ssibly ,t list

()f

fo1._n1.al parameters with or \Vithout spe -

cificati•tJ11s . fl1E~ Jl.l"tll.'t:.ciure lJOd}' ~1l~',1ys ,it~ts as a block, \\ hether it l1as the
1

f or:rn of

~1

1

l1lot:~k

<.)1·

11t)t,

tl1e sL·t)pe <)f the for111al partlnleters is this

,111l-1

bloc~k c~on1bi11ecl w·itl·1 t.t1e t·1e,1tii1·,g .

precedi11g Ero~ecture precedi11g the heading of a fu11ction
I

•

!ii II I T

IIUI illf

Ii

prc)cetiu.re r11ust lJe possibly i1ssig11me11t ,~·~on1patibl e \\i'i tl1 the type ot"' the ex p1'essi<)t1 th(tt l'.()!lstitutes 01· is part of the fu11(:tior1 p1~t1ce<iu1. e body .

5. 3 .. 2. 2.. Sr)ecif'i<'tlti<>11s of f 01·rr11ll J)ara1l1ete1. ~;
Ev'e1·y fit.>1~r11itl

f)~1.r~.1r1,t!tt~~1~ 111ust

l)e specified, u11less

i11

tl1e procedur"e t)o(iy it

7. 3 . 2 . ). Its spet\ified type n1ust be
s 1.1c h tl1at tt1e sttbst,itt.1tior1 of the fo1"111al lly ~1r1 i1ctuz1l para111ete1" of' this
s11t•(.•ified lYJ.>e le(1(is t<..) C<)1~rec.·t :\I"'G(~)I.., ex1lressio11s r11)ci stt1.te1l·1ents ..
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6. Expressions

Expressions are rules which specify how new values are computed from
existing ones. These new values are obtained by performing the operations
indicated by the operators
According

011

the values of the operands.

to the type of their value, several types of expressions are

distinguished:
Syntax:
<expression> ::= <a.rit
<bit expression>

etic expression>

<logical expression>

<string expression>

<tree expression>

The operands are either constants, variables, or function designators or

other expressions between parentheses. The evaluation of the latter three
may involve smaller units of actio11 such as the evaluation of other expres sions or the execution of statements.

The value of an expression between

parentheses is obtained by evaluating that expressio11. If an operator operates on two operands, then the order of evaluation of those operands is
undefined with the exception of the case mentioned in 6. 4. 4. 2.
The construct

<if clause><expression:> else <expression>

in which the expressio11s a1.. e of the same type, causes the selection of an
expression on the basis of the current value of the logical expression contained in the if clause. If this value is true, the value of the expression
following the if clause is selected. if the value is false, the value of the
expression following else is selected.
The construct
<case clause> (<expression list>)
where the expression list is either an arithmetic, logical, bit, string. or
tree expression list, causes the selection of the expression whose ordinal
number in the expression list is equal to the current value of the arithmetic
expression contained in the case clause. In order that the case expression
is defined, this expression must be of type ~,~~~~er,, and its current value .
must be the ordinal number of some expression in the expression list.
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6 • 1. Variables
6.1.1. Syntax

<variable> : := <unsubscripted variable>

<subscripted variable>

<unsubscripted variable> ::= <variable identifier>
<subscripted variable> ::= <variable><subscript>
<subscript> ::= [<arithmetic expression>]
6. 1. 2. Semantics

An identifier is a variable identifier, if it is either defined by a va1--iable

declaration, or if it is a formal parameter with a11 analogous specification.
The syntactic unit

<variable> [<expression>]
also designates a variable, namely the

011e

whose ordinal number in the

ordered set of variables desig11ated by <vuritlble> is the current value of
the expression enclosed

i11

brackets. This desig11atio11 is defined only if the

expression is of type ~11~ege~. • I11 the case of' the variable being a variable

of

e tree, its value must be positive and 11ot exceed the current width of

the variable, a11d in the case of a v,1riable of type a rray, its value must lie
1

within the declared bounds.
The value of a variable may be used

i11

expressions for forming other values,

and may be changed by assig11ments to that variable.
An array identifier must always be followed by a number of subscripts equal
to the order of the de11oted array, except in its declaration and when the

array identifier occurs as u 11ame parameter,
occur without subscripts at all.

i11

which case it may also

6. 2. Function designators
6. 2.1. Syntax (cf. also 7. 3.1.)

<function designator> ::- <procedure identifier>
<proced1v1re identifier> (<actual parameter list>)

6. 2. 2. Semantics
An identifier is a procedure identifier, if it is either defined by a procedure

declaration, or if it is a formal parameter specified procedure.
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A function designator defines a value which can be obtained by a process
performed in the fallowing steps:
Step 1: Copies are taken of the body of the function procedure whose procedure identifier is given by the function designator and of the actual pa rameters of the latter.
Step 2, 3, 4: As specified in 7. 3. 2

o

'

SterJ 5: The copy of the functior1 procedure body, modified as indicated in

steps 2-4, is executed as if it were written at the position of the function
designator .. The value of the function designator is the value of the expres sion which constitutes or is part of the modified function procedure body.
The type of the fw1ctio11 designator is the type preceding l?!'?!?e~~r.e, preceding
the heading of the corresponding function procedure declaration. In order
for the process to be defined this type should be assignment compatible with
the type of the expression.
6 ~ 3. Arithmetic expressio11s

6.3.1. Syntax

<arithmetic expression> : := <simple a1---ithmetic expression>
•

<if clause><arithmetic expression> else <arithmetic expression>

<case clause> (<arithmetic expression list>)
<arit

etic expression list> ::= <arithmetic expression> I
<arithmetic expressio11 list>, <arit ~. etic expression>

<if clause> ::= if <logical expressio11:> then
<case clause> : ~= case <arithmetic expression> of

<simple arithmetic expression> : := <term>

+ <term>

I - <term>

<simple arithmetic expression> + <term>

<simple arithmetic expression> - <term.>
<term.> : :- <factor>

<term> x <factor>

<term> rem <factor>

<terrn> div <factor>
<factor> : := <secondarY>

<factor> ,i <secondary>

<secondarY> ::- <primarY>
<primarY> : := <number>

<term> / <factor>

abs <primarY>

<variable>

<function designator>

(<arit..... etic expression>)
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6. 3. 2. Semantics
An arit

'."!::

etic expression is a rule for computing a number.
etic expression is the

The type of an arit

e of the result of the last

operation which is necessary to evaluate the expression. Variables and

function designators entered as primaries must have bee11 declared of tY1Je

real, or comElex.
•rr: ■ •T

-:

6. 3. 2. 1. The operators
tio111 subtractio11

:_111rl

J

+, -,

and x have the conventional meaning of addi-

multiplication. The type of the result is

i) ~,~~~ger,, if both operands are of ty.......
pe ,in~~ger,,, otherwise

ii) ,r,e~~z if neither opera11ds are of type c,o~E~~,?{, otherwise
iii) com lex.
6.3.2.2. The operator - 1nay denote the mo11adic operation of sign inversion. The type of the result is the type of the operand. The operator + may

denote the monadic operation of identity.

6. 3. 2. 3. The operator / de11otes di vision. The type of the result is
i)

~~!3-J, if the oper[t11ds are of type real_ or ~n~~g~r, otherwise

ii) .comp~y;'{.

6. 3. 2. 4. The operato1.. div is defi11ed

011ly

for two opera11ds of type ~,!l~~~eF,.

and yields a 1--esult of type ~::te~~r mathematically defi11ed as

"t•

a div b - sgn(axb) x d(abs

abs b)

where tl1e functio11 p1. ocedures sgn

~t11d

cl a1.. e declared ,ts

~,~1te~e! procedure sgi1(a); i11~,eg,e,r a;
if a < 0 then -1 else l;

in~e~~! procedure d(a,b); i,nt.eg~F a,b;
if a < b then O else d(a-b,b) + 1

6. 3. 2. 5. _The operator rem (remainder) is defined only f 01-- two opera11ds of
type ~n~~g~r and yields a result of type ~n~,~g.~_r_ mathematically defined as
a rem b = a - (a div b) x b
6. 3. 2. 6.

The operator 1' denotes exponentiation ru1d is defined only if the

second operand is of type integer, and if its value is > 0. The result is of
t

'.ii

IIJJllli

l

Si

the same - e as the first operand .
6.3.2.7. The monadic operator abs will yield as result the absolute value

of the opera11d.

The result is of type ~-!:1-F~~a~-rJ if the operand is of type

integer, real otherwise.
••11211,,.2,1:

- · -
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6.3.2.8. Precedence of operators. The syntax of 6.3.1. implies the follow-

ing hierarchy of operator precedences:
abs
x

I

div rem

+ -

Sequences of operations of equal precedence shall be executed in order from

left to right.
6. 3. 2. 9. If one of the constituent expressions which can be selected by an
if clause or a case clause is of type _c,9mp~ex, or otherwise of-type !,~a~,
then the type of the entire arithmetic expression is of type ~9~Pl.~?{,, or of
type real respectively. Otherwise, it is of type ~nt~ger ..
I

6.3.2.10. Precision of arithmetic. If the result of an arithmetic operation

e real or ~o??-p}-e?', then it is the mathematically understood result
of the operation performed on operands which may deviate from the actual

is of

operands. In case of the opera11ds being variables, this deviation, as described in 5.1. 2., is intended to be relatively small if the declarations of those
variables include the symbol long.
operations performed

011

The same holds again for results of

operands which themselves all have this property.

6. 4. Logical exp1. . essions

6. 4. 1. Syntax

<logical expression> ::= <simple logical expression>
•

<if clause><logical expressio11> else <logical expression>
<case clause> (<logical expression list>)
<logical expression list> ::== <logical expression>
<logical expressio11 list>, <logical expression>
<simple logical expression> : := <logical term>

<logical term> ::- <logical factor>

<relatio11>

<logical term> V <logical factor>

<logical factor> ::= <logical secondarY><logical factor> A <logical secondarY>

<logical secondarY> : := <logical primary:>
<logical primary> ::= <logical value>
<function designator>

7 <logical primary>

<variable>

(<logical expression>)
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<relation> ::= <simple arit etic expressio
<simple arit: . ·. . ,., etic expression>
<logical ter . . . , , , -----equality operator

relational operator>

ogical term>

<simple bit expressio11><equality operator><simple bit expression>

<simple stri11g exp1-essio

equality operato

<relational operator> ::= <equality operator>

<

simple string expression>

< > >
1t I I

<equality operator> : :=
6. 4. 2. Sema11tics

A logical expression is a rule for computing a logical value. Variables and
function designators entered as logical primaries must have been declared
of

e ~~g!9~~ ~

6. 4. 2.1. The relational operators have their conventional mea1rlng, and yield
the logical value ~.~"!-1.e, if the relation is satisfied fo1-- the values of the hvo
opera11ds, false otherwise.
6.4.2.2.

The operators 7 (11ot) 1

/\

(a11d), and V (or), operating on logical

values, are defi11ed by the f'ollowi11g equivale11ces:
lx

if x then false else true

x /\ y

if x the11 y else false

x V y

if x then true else y

6.4.2.3. Precede11ee of operators: The sy11tax of 6.4.1. implies the follow-

ing hiera1.. chy of operator precede11ces:
7

/\
V

6. 5. Bit expressions

6 • 5 . 1. Syntax
<bit expressio11> : := <simple bit expressio11>

<if clause

it expression> else <bit expression>

<case <;;lause> (<bit expression list>)

<bit expression list> : := <bit expression>
<bit expression list>, <bit expression.>
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<simple bit expression> : := <bit factor>
<simple bit expression> V <bit factor>
<bit factor> ::= <bit secondarY>

<bit factor> A <bit secondary>

<bit seco11dary> ::= <bit primary>
<bit primary> : :- <bit sequence>

<function designator>

7 <bit primary>
<variable>

(<bit exp1.. ession>)

6. 5. 2. Sem.antics

A bit expression is a rule for computing a bit sequence.
The operators V, _A and 7 produce
dependent on the correspondi11g bit(s)
X

y

lx

0

0

1

0

0

0
1

1
0

1

1

0

0
0

1

1

0

1

1

declared of

X

e bits.

I\ y

X

[l

1.. esult

i11

of type p~~,~, every bit being

the operand(s) as follows:

V y

1

If a bit seqt1e11ce to be operated upon consists of

fewer bits tha11 the fixed amow1t n1e11tio11ed i11 5. 1. 2.. • the11 it is extended

by inserting

a.11

app1--opriate 11tunber of O's afte1.. the b heading the bit se-

quence.
6.6. string expressions

6. 6.1. Syntax

<string expression> ::= <simple string expression>
<if clause><string expression> else <string expression>

<case clause> (<string expression list>)

<string expression list> ::= <string expression>
<string expression list>, <string expressio1t>
<simple string expression> ::= <string primarY>

<simple string expression> cone <string primarY>
<string primarY> ::= <stri!;

!"--..

<function designator>

<variable>
(<string expression>)
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6. 6. 2. Semantics
A string expression is a rule for computing a stri11g (sequence of characters).

Variables and function designators entered as stri11g primaries

n1ust have been declared of type stri11g.
6. 6. 2 .1.. The operator cone (concate11ate) yields the string consisting of the

seqt1ence of cha1--acters 1--esulti11g from evaluatio11 of the first operand after
omitti11g the fi11al st1'i11g quote, followed by the seque11ce of characters result-

ing from evaluatio11 of the second opera11d after omitting the leading string
quote, mathematically defined as
11

<sequence-l>' co11c ''<seqtience-2>'' 1

11

<sequence-l><sequence-2>'

1

6. 7. Tree expressions
6 • 7. 1 . Sy11tax

<tree expressio11> ::= <simple tree exp1. . essio11>
<if clause><tree exp1. . essio11> else <tree expressio11>

<case clttuse> (<t1"ee expressio11 list'..>)
<tree eA"Pressio11 list> : :- <t1"ee expressio1t>

<tree exp1"essio11 list>, <t1"ee expressio11:>
<sirnple tree ex1)ressio1i:> : := <t1. . ee p1--in1ary->>
<sin1ple tree e}\--pressio1t> co11c <t1. . ee prima1--y>

<t1~ee prin1a1")'.> : :=== <t1"'ee>

<v~t1"iable>

•.::::fu11ctio11 desig11ator>

(<tree expression>)

<tree> ::== (<expression list>]

[ ] <t1--ee><subscript>

<eArpression list> ::= <exp1. . essio11>

<expression list>, <e}{J)ressio11>

6. 7. 2. Semantics

A tree exp1. . essio11 is a rule fo1" computing a tree. Variables and function
designators entered as tree primaries must have been declared of type tree.

The value of a tree is obtai11ed by evaluating all expressio11s of its expres-

sion list. The order in which the expressions are evaluated is 11ot specified.
The val11e of the tree is then the ordered set of values (taken in the order

of the denotation) of the results of the evaluated expressions.
A tree followed by a subscript denotes the value of the expression of the

expression list of that tree, whose ordinal number is the cu.rrent value of
the arithmetic e:x'})ression in the subscript.
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7. Statements
A

statement is said to denote a unit of action. By the execution of a sta -

tement is meant the performance of this unit of action which may consist
of smaller units of actions such as the evaluation of expressions or the
execution of other statements.
A statement which contains no symbols denotes no action.

After the execution of a statement (not being a goto statement) has been
terminated, the next stateme11t

i11

lexicographical sequence will be executed.

Statements may in certai11 i11stances be labelled by preceding them with a
label definition. The label ide11tifier of the label definition is said to label
that stateme11t and to sta11d as that label.

Syntax:

<statement> : := <unlabelled stateme11t>

<label definitio1t><:statement>

<label definition> ::= <label identifier> :
<unlabelled stateme11t> : := <basic stateme11t>
<basic stateme11t:::-- : := <simple stateme11t>

<simple statement> ::= <block>
<procedu1--e stateme11t>

<prefixed stateme11t>

<closed if statement>

<:..1ssignme11t statement>
<goto stateme11t>

<prefixed stateme11t> : := <ope11 if stateme11t>

<case statement>

<iterative stateme11t>
<program>

: :== <stateme11t>
•

7 .1. Blocks

7 .1.1. Syntax
<block> : :- <blockbod ,. .__ ~statement> end

<blockbodY> : := <blockhead>

<blockhead> : :

1?.eg!,n

<blockbod

statement> ,

<blockhea .";' declaration> ;

7 .1. 2. Semantics

Every block introduces a new level of nomenclature. This is realized by
execution of the block in the following steps:

•
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Step 1: If an identifier defined within the block is already defined at the
place fro1n where the block is entered, then every occurence of that identifier withi11 the block is systematically replaced by another identifier, which
is defi11ed 11either VJithi11 the block 11or at the place from where the block
is entered.

Step 2: If the dec~laratio11s of the block contain array bo1111d exp1.. essions,
tl1e11 t!1ese exp1--essio11s are evaluated.

Step 3: Executior1 of the statements contai11ed in the blockbody begins with

the execution of the first statement following the blockhead .
7. 2. ..t\ssignment sta.teme11ts

7. 2.1. Sy11tax
,.::assig11me11t st"1ten1e11b» : := <left pa1'"t lis: __,.,expressio11:>

<left pa1--t list> : := <left part>

<left pa.r . ..,

eft part list:>

<left part> : := <\rariabl e> :=
7 . 2. 2. Sema11tics

'I\he execution of a.ssig11me11t stttteme11ts causes the assigrunent of the value

of the expression to 011e or seve1~a1 variables. The assignn1e11t is performed
after the evaltiation of the expressio11. The types of all left part variables

must be assignment compatible with the type of the expression.
The type of a left part variable is said to be assignment compatible with
the type of the expression, if either
i ) the tw-o types are identical, or
ii ) the left part variable is of type real□ 1112 a11d the expression is of type
V

3

!11~-~fl~.r, or
iii) the left part variable is of type ;:;,ornple?C, and the expression is of type
real or integer, or

iv) the left part variable is an element of a tree variable, in which casr2;
its
e becomes equal to the
e of the expression.
7 • 3. Procedure Statements
7. 3.1. Syntax
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<proced11re statement.> : := <procetl11re identifier>
<proced11re identifier> (<actual parameter list>)

<actual parameter list> : := <actual parameter>
<actual parameter list>, <actual parameter>
<actual parameter> ::= <value parameter>

'<name parameter>'

<value parameter> : := <expression>
<name pa.rameter> : := <expression>
<array identifier>

<statement>

<procedure identifier>

7. 3. 2. Semantics
The execution of a procedure statement is equivalent with a process perfor-

med in the following steps:
Step 1: Copies are taken of the body of the proper procedure whose pro-

cedtire identifier is given by the procedure statement and of the actual
parameters of the latter.
Step 2: If the proced1..1re body is a block, then a systematic change of identi-

fiers in its copy is performed as specified by step 1 of 7 .1. 2.
Step 3: The copies of the actual parameters are treated in an undefined
order as fallows:
i) if it is a name parameter enclosed

i11

apostrophes then the apostrophes

are dropped, a11d if it is then a11 expressio11 different from a va.riable it is

enclosed by a pair of parentheses, or if it is then a statement it is enclosed
by the brackets beK!- 1;1 and ~?9-,
0

7

ii) if it is a value parameter, it is evaluated and replaced by a possible

reference denotation of the result.
Step 4: In the copy of the procedt1re body every occurrence of an identifier
identifying a formal parameter is replaced by the copy of the corresponding
actual parameter (cf. 7.3.2.1.).

In order for the process to be defined, these replacements must lead to
correct ALGOL expressions and statements. Moreover, if the identifier
identifying a formal parameter occurs in an expression, then the specified
type of that formal parameter must be assignment compatible with the type
of the actual parameter, and if it occurs as a left part variable of an
assignment statement, then the type of the actual pa.rameter must be assign-_
ment compatible with the specified type of the formal parameter.
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Step 5: The copy of the procedure body, modified as indicated in steps 2--4, is executed as if it were written at the position of the procedt1re sta-

tement.
7. 3. 2. 1. Actual-formal corresponde11ce.

The co1--respondence between the actual parameters and the formal para-

n1eters is established as follows: The actual parameter list of the procedure
statement (or of the function designator) must have the same number of
entries as the formal parameter list of the procedure declaration heading.
The correspondence is obtained by taki11g the e11tries of these two lists in
the same order.
7. 3. 2. 2. Formal specifications.

If the specified type of a formal pa1--ameter a11d the type of the substituted

actual parameter are not identical, then the operations indicated by the
procedtu"e body will be executed as if applyi11g to operands of the type

specified for the fo1.. n1al parameter. If

a11

actual parameter is a statement

e11closed in quotes, tl1en the specification of its corresponding formal pa-

rameter must be procedu1--e.
7. 4. Goto Stateme11ts
7. 4.1. Syntax

<goto statement> : := e:oto <label ide11tifier:>
...

1

'7. 4. 2. Semantics

.An identifier is called a label identifier, if it stands as a label.
A goto statement defines its successor i11 execution explicitly as the sta.-

tement whose label is represented by the label identifier.. The determination
of this statement is accomplished in the following steps:
Step 1: If some statement of the most recently activated and not yet termina.ted block is labelled \\ti.th the given label identifier, then this is the statement

designated as successor.
Otherwise
Step 2: the execution of that block is considered as terminated and Step 1

is taken as specified above.
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7. 5. If statements
7 • 5. 1 • Syntax

<open if statement> ::= <if clause><unlabelled statement>
<closed if statement> : :=
<if claus

asic statement> else <unlabelled statement>

<if clause> : := if <logical expressio11:> then

7.5.2. Semantics
The if statements are either open or closed if statements and their execution
causes certain statements to be executed or skipped depending on the values
of specified logical expressions.

The open if statement is executed in the following steps:
Step 1: The logical expression in the clause is evaluated.
Step 2: If the result of step I is true, the11 the stateme11t following the clause
is executed. Otherwise step 2 causes no actio11 to be taken at all.
The closed if stateme11t is executed

i11

the followi11g steps:

Step 1: The logical expressio11 i11 the if clause is evaluated.
Step 2: If the result of step 1 is true, then the basic statement following
the if clause is executed. Otherwise the stateme11t following else is executed.
7. 6. Case statements

7 • 6 . 1 • Syntax

<case statement> ::= <case clause> ?e~!n <statement list> end
<statement list> : := <statement>
<case clause> ::= case <arit

<statement list> ; <statement>

etic expression> of

7. 6. 2. Semantics

The execution of a case statement proceeds in the following steps:
Step 1: The expression of the case clause is evaluated.
Step 2: The statement whose ordinal number in the case statement list is
equal· to the value obtained in Step 1 is executed.

.

In order that the case statement is defined, the case clause must contain
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an expression of

e ~p.t~R,e,r,, wl1ose current value is the ordinal number

of some statement of the statement list.

7 • 7. Iterative statements
7. 7. 1. Syntax

<iterative statement> : := <over clause:><unlabelled statement>
<while clause><unlabelled staterr1e11t>
<over clause> : := over <unsubscripted variable> do
<arithmetic expression> times
<while clause> : := while <logicc.11 expressio11>- do
7. 7. 2. Semantics

The iterative stateme11t serves to express that an unlabelled statement be

executed

repeatedly depending on certain conditions specified by an over

clause or a while clause.

The u11subscripted variable and the arit

etic

expression of the over clause must both be of type i~~eg~~: The meaning
of an iterative stateme11t is explained

i11

teme11ts by which the iterative stateme11t
over

terms of equivalent ALGOL sta ca11

be replaced.

<var> do <arithmetic expression> times <statement>

is equivalent to

J:>.~ ~r:i ~nteger
1: if <var> <

11, 11:=
11

<arithmetic exp1"'essio1t> ; <va1"'>:= 1;

the11

~~g~P:, <stateme11t> ; <var>::.;: <va1"')· + 1; go~o 1 end
end
while <logical expression> do <statement>

is equivalent to

J?egi]~I 1: ~!oe,_<logical expression> then
p~g~n <statement> ; goto l end
end
7

It is understood that in these substitutions the auxiliary identifiers, here 1
and n, are chosen different from any other identifier valid at the position

of the iterative state111ent.

•
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8. Standard procedures
As indicated in the Introduction, an ALGOL program may be thought as
being embedded in an environment to be specified by the system which
executes the ALGOL program, and ,vhich may be described in a language
other tha11 ALGOL.

Certai11 qt1antities referred to by the program may be defined in that envi ronme11t.

Subseque11tly some examples of procedures are given which are

assumed to be defined in every envirorrment. Their body is replaced by a
comment explai11i11g the effect of tl1e activatio11 of the procedure.

in~eg~r P,!?C,e?!lr,e rou11d{x); real x; .•.
~n~~g~r:.,

Pr~~!3.?U!~

t1"'u11cate(x); real x;

•

•

•

in~~g~! E!?,~~p.~re order(a); arrav a;
comment yields the order of the arrt1y a;

~~:-t~ge,~ prro.~~9,~11:~ lowerbou11d(a,i); integer i; ~~---ra;t: a;
comn1e11t yielcls the lowe1-- subscript bou11d i11 the i-th dime11sion of the array

a;
~nt~~er. proceclu1--e upperbou11d(~t,i);
int,~&er, E.r<?.S':~,~.1--~. widtl1(t); t1--ee t;
I

.

• • •

comment yielcls the 1-1u111l)er of eleme11ts (si111ple val ties or subtrees) in the

tree t;
real P!O~.ed:urre sin(x); 1--eal

Xj

... .

real E!?~-~?~r~ cos(x); real x; .. .
real prof!edur~. sqrt(x); real x; .•.

real proc~dure exp(x); 1--eal x; .. .
real p~o9~d:U,;1-"e. ln(x); real x; .. .
real procedure arctan(x); real x; •.•

real p;;r9~e,d~,!,~ realpart(x); co.~p!ex, x; ...
real_p,roce,9-~!",e, imagpart(x)., co,mpl~?'. x; •.•

~?,mp~~?{ procedure complex(x,y), real x, y;

•

comment yields number so that realpart(complex(x,y)) == x and
imagpart(complex(x,y)) = y;
•

••
•
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~og1,9=aj. , E~.OCf::~U!~. isinteger(t,i); !.n~~~e,r i; tree t, ...
comment yields true, if the i-th element of the tree t is of type ~,n~~~e,,r.,
false otherwise.
Analogously defined are: isreal, iscomplex, islogical, isbits, isstring, istree,
•

1sarray;

bits Er9C,~?1+.~~ rshift(b,i); bits b; ~1;i~~ge,~, i,
comment shifts the bit sequence i positions to the right and fills the vacated
positions at the left with O's, the rightmost i bits are lost.
Analogously definecl is lshift;

bits pr~.~~d;J-r.e rdshift(a,b ,i); bits a, b; !,.~~~.~g~! i;
comment conctttenates the right111ost i bits of tt with the leftmost n --i bits
of b, where n is the fixed 11un1be1"' of· bits

i11

a bit seque11ee.

Analogously defi11ed is ldshift;

.~tr~!.1g_ E,1:o.~~?:-tr,e extraxt(sti,l);

.~,~r~ng_ s; comme11t yields
s[i+l-1], if i+l-1 <

11,

i11tege1" i, 1;

the stri11g co11sisti11g 01· the characters s[i], •.• ,

whe1.,e

11

is tl1e 11un1lJer of cha1--acters in s. If l < 0,
, rs r

the length of the resulti11g stri11g is 0, a11d if i+l -1 > 11 the length of the
resul ti11g string is 11 -i + 1;

~.1:~.~fs.~.!' procedure le11gth( s); sta:ri11g s;
comme11t yields the 11un1ber of eharu<..·te1--s i11 the st1.,ing s not counting the

surround.ir1g string quotes;

,?t~i,11g procedure char(s,i); st.~i11[ s; i11tege1-- s; extract(s,i,l);
tree procedure next(t); tree t;
comment yields the tree co11sisti11g of the tree t without its first element;
pr:,o,ce,d,ur,~,,, delete(t,i); tree t; i11tege~--, i;

comment deletes the i'th eleme11t of· the tree t;
in tee-er procedure available space, ...

procedure inchar(channel ,s)., ~.P.~,~S~:~, cha11nel, st~!.11g s; .. .
proc,~dur;,~,, outchar(chan11el 1 s); ~,11~e~e,r cha11nel; ,~t,r~n~ s; .. .

PF,~c~.d~,~e. overflow(p); procedure p;
comment if in subsequent computatio11s a11 overflow condition occurs, then
the computation is interrupted and the procedure p is executed;

